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EDITORIAL

The first issue of Capital Philately in 1995 presents an opportunity to review the Society's
activities. The December newsletter and the program card show a range that is almost certainly
unmatched by any other Society in Australia. The last fifteen years or so have seen the
adoption of a stream of new activities that have built upon the established earlier pattern. The
key long-standing elements of the program are the first Thursday meeting devoted to a display
either by our own members or by a distinguished guest exhibitor. The third Thursday remains
as the exchange night where the main activity is the purchase of items from exchange books
provided from sources outside Canberra. These two meetings attracts similar numbers of
members although some normally limit their attendance to one or the other. The other long
established feature of the Society (almost continuously over sixty years) is the exchange
circuit, still and hale and hearty with a speed of transfer of albums and payments that is the
envy of club circuit secretaries elsewhere.

The majority of our other activities are of more recent origin. The Society library has a history
of a little over twenty years and the size of the holdings show a continued growth over that
period. Capital Philately commenced in 1982 and the regular production of a well-presented
Newsletter at about the same time. In the early 1980s Stamp News ran, for a number of years,
a competition to find the' most active stamp club in Australia [and New Zealand]'. Our
Society won the award on more occasions than any other club. Our continued expansion of
meetings and member services would indicate that we would win it again if the competition
were re-introduced!

The program for 1995 is the most extensive and varied in the Society's long history. It
includes two major new additions and a strengthening of others that have only began in recent
years.

Every second year Canberra Festival Week, in March, incorporates the 3-day Canberra
Philatelic Convention. These started in 1980, the last was in 1994 and the next (the nineth)
will be held in 1996. This biennial event is well-established on the national philatelic calendar
both for competitive State philatelic displays and as meeting place for dealers and interstate
collectors. March 18-19 1995 (a non-Convention year), will see the first Canberra Festival
Stamp Fair, to be held at Dickson College. This will provide a splendid opportunity to buy and
sell and a venue for meetings of interstate collectors and societies. The other innovation is the
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Focus Group Meetings at the Griffin Centre on the second Thursday of every month. This is
not a new meeting day. However, a comprehensive and organised program for the whole year
aimed at engendering discussion between all levels of philatelists and collectors in the Society
is new and is most welcome.

A further trend that continues to gain in interest in the Society is the emergence of discussion
evenings devoted to particular collecting interests. There are three such groups on the 1995
program. The shortage of Thursdays in the year means that they will meet on other week
nights! The groups are postal stationery, thematics and Cinderellas. I have purposefully
avoided the use of the word "specialised' for these meetings. This is because all of the groups
have as their aim the discussion of all aspects of the speciality but not necessarily by
, specialists'. Any member or guest would be most welcome to attend any or all of such
meetings.

In addition to these activities, yet others are listed on the 1995 program card. Among these are
the junior clubs (at present limited to the south side of the city), the Southern Group meetings
(at Tuggeranong), the Society auction nights (when there are five Thursdays in the month), the
Sunday Stamp markets and the afternoon meetings for members who find it difficult to attend
in the evenings. During 1995 there are over eighty separate Society meetings, excluding
Council meetings and occasions when the library is open for use (other than at regular
meetings at the Griffin Centre). Incidentally, in terms of the annual subscription this converts
to about 30 cents a meeting with Capital Philately, the Newsletter and library as free extras!

It is certain that nobody will attend all of the meetings. However do take advantage of those
that interest you. The Council of the Society would especially recommend the Focus Group
meetings (every second Thursday in the month) to all members. The aim of these is to provide
an opportunity to share experiences and knowledge in an informal and social environment.
Remember the Society program is designed to meet your interests and that philately can be
fun!

AWARDS POST X'95

POST X'95 was held at the Downtown Convention Centre in Auckland from 3-6th February
1995. Displays were judged at National level in four classes; postal history, postal stationery,
aerophilately and social philately. Ed Druce was one of two Australian judges at the show and
there were two entries from Canberra-based members of the Society. The following awards
were obtained:

National Classes
T.Frommer: The Airmails of Papua and New Guinea 1926-1940. Gold.
D.I.Smith: Specimens and Reprints on New South Wales Postal Stationery. Large Vermeil.

These awards maintain the high standard achieved by Society members for recent exhibitions
in Australia and elsewhere.
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CLIFF DE GOEDE - A TRmUTE

At the time of his death in late 1994 Cornelis de Goede - Cliff - was the longest serving
member of the Society. He died in Queensland where he had lived for a number of years,
appearing down south from time to time when exhibiting.

For me, Cliff was the encapsulation of the Canberra scene in the late '50s and early 60s: a
non-native of the Territory, like almost every one else: someone who lived in the same suburb
- then there were not so many suburbs to live in: someone one came into contact with
frequently over work matters: someone with whom one had numerous common friends and
acquaintances. A man who one knew, so to speak, before one had actually met him.

When I did meet him, in the flesh, over work and then the common interest of philately, and
finally on a social basis, it was a very affable and hospitable and intelligent man I met, but for
all that a rather private man. He had an exciting youth and early manhood (if exciting is the
right word) in war-torn Europe and then working with displaced persons after VE Day, and
had been encouraged and helped to come out here by an Australian working in the camps who
later, along another chain of acquaintance, became a friend of mine also. Once in Australia, he
had turned his hand to many things before finding his own special niche in the office of a
succession of Agricultural Attaches at the US Embassy.(We first met, in fact, when he
appeared in the room where I worked at the old Bureau of Economics to talk about estimators
of Australian citrus production.) But none of his pre-Embassy CV was volunteered. It was not
that Cliff was taciturn: far from it - he talked fluently and knowledgeably on many topics and
in several languages but memoirs were not his forte, at least with me.

What did take him was the interest and problem of the moment: the Embassy at that time was
reluctant to collect another administration's tax though PAYE deductions so Cliff had to make
his own arrangements, something which used to annoy him and which several times led to
sharp arguments between us about the propriety or otherwise of provisional tax, and the
wisdom of investing temporarily the money which otherwise would have been deducted
through PAYE. For Cliff, that simply meant generating more income on which more
provisional tax would have to be paid!

Then there was the making of a new garden at the new house in Brockman Street and the
devising of ponds for goldfish: the (quite successful) entry into dog-breeding and dog-showing:
the restoration of antique furniture: the pride in the artistic skills of his nephew Jules, some of
whose paintings had a place of honour on the house walls; and the joint pursuit of early
Australian history and bibliophily. I well recall his delight over a bulk acquisition of stock
from, I think, the old Mechanics' Institute at Braidwood which led to several new shelves of
beautifully rebound books - and a broken ankle caused by an injudicious stepping down from a
high pavement in that town.

Philately, however, was the main link which I had with Cliff. He was a good stamp man - as
one had to be to survive as a a member of the small group - 20 at the most - who met regularly
in the bowels of the YWCA's old Una Porter Building in Civic: the fingers of one hand would
more than accommodate the survivors of that group. I do not recall at this date any formal
Society display by Cliff [he did show his Memel - Ed] although I saw much of his material at
his house: Netherlands, Memel, the Baltics, USA; Australian States and the rest. He was very
proud of, and very keen to show, his US plate numbers but so far as I remember, the display
never came off. In more recent years Cliff came to concentrate on Australian States and
entered his sheets successfully at philafests. He was active in the Society administratively, and
held office including the Presidency, and was a willing and tireless helper when it came to
arranging and mounting expositions. Cliff did not 'always see eye to eye with the Society
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administrators of the day and was the co-signatory of a quadrumviral letter to the Editor of
Capital Philately, suggesting major policy changes, which fell on deaf ears. Hinc, if I may say
so, illae lacrimae.

Some years ago, a happy turn of fortune enabled Cliff to translate to the more tolerable climate
of Buderim. He retained his Canberra membership and was visited from time to time by local
members fleeing the cold. It would have been surprising if Cliff, keen philatelist as he was,
had been content to become an isolated collector in Buderim. Far from it; he became an active
presence in Queensland philatelic circles also.

Cliff was accompanied on his move to Buderim by Jean to whom he had been happily married
for many years and who shared so many of his interests. She died in the spring of 1994 so
Cliff's widowerhood was a short one, short enough to remind the sentimentalists among us of
the tale of Baucis and Philemon.

It was good to have Cliff as a friend and fellow philatelist. Now that he is dead, one can only
offer sympathies to those who knew him on a more intimate basis.

Doug Ross

Continued from facing page.
The aim is to provide the opportunity for collectors in the new suburban areas of southern
Canberra to meet and share their hobby. The southern suburbs are now some 20 kilo metres
from Civic, the location of our regular meeting venue. For some this represents the traditional
Australian problem of the tyranny of distance. However, more important in the formation of
the Southern Group is the need to provide a venue and program for less specialised collectors
as an introduction to the hobby. It is understandable that initially there was resistance to this
proposal, the thought that after more than sixty years of philately in the ACT with a single
club, that there would be a split. This has not been the case, indeed a number of those whose
first introduction to organised philately was the Southern Group have progressed to take up full
membership of the Society. The monthly meetings continue in the' south', the attendance may
be small but Peter and other established Society members combine to provide an extension of
the hobby. The meetings are held in a venue which affords an excellent atmosphere for a small
group to share their interests and experiences.

Since its inception, the Society has been concerned over how to attract juniors and to maintain
their interest. Peter considers that he is from the last generation when almost every youngster
had a stamp collection. Today there is greatly increased competition for the interest of the
young and the supply of stamps that come on the mail through the letter box is less. It is to the
Society'S credit that, all those years ago, three school boys collectors felt comfortable in
attending our display nights. Certainly it proved to be an excellent Society investment. Peter's
collecting interests are limited to stamps but his continued enthusiasm extends to giving some
of his time to help others share his enjoyment. Perhaps the newest member of the Kunz family
will follow in his parents footsteps.

Dingle Smith

Stamp N:~~
Only one stamp magazine provides
the complete coverage "down under"
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MEMBER PROFILE - PETER KUNZ

The proposal for a series of member profiles in Capital Philately was made by Peter
Kunz. It is therefore, appropriate that Peter is the subject for the first profile. These are
based on interviews by the Editor with an opportunity for the interviewee to view the

text before it appears in print.

To many, Peter is regarded as a representative of the younger and enthusiastic spectrum of the
membership. While this is true, it will be a surprise for many to learn that he been a Society
member for some twenty-five years. He regularly attended display nights as a 13-year old. At
that time he was one of three such juniors, who included Mathew Baas-Becking who, like
Peter, is now active in promoting the hobby in Canberra. Peter began collecting in Sydney as
at the age of eight, before his family, including his brother Chris also a Society member,
moved to the ACT. His first collecting interests were housed in a blue ANCOL album, later to
be replaced by a Stanley Gibbons album. Like many other collectors his initial enthusiasm was
for stamps of everywhere. Material was obtained relatives, many of whom donated their
envelopes for soaking off. Interest then led to specialisation and to the initiation of collections
that included Austria, France, Italy and Great Britain and Hungary. The latter because it was
the original home of his father. Peter has, from this time, corresponded and exchanged
material was a range of fellow collectors overseas. Indeed, he places great stress on the
international links and friendships offered by the hobby. It was a special pleasure to meet face
to face with his Austrian correspond during a visit to Vienna. His collections are housed in
different ways, the Austrian in a printed Davo album (with the mounts added by hand) and
others in stock books. As his country collections have developed it has become more difficult
to add new material. Peter is a keen believer that 'the fun is in the chase'. He has only
disposed of one collection (through the Society's exchange books), France, and was pleased
that this did not result in undue anguish.

About five years ago Peter's interest expanded to encompass thematics, the topic he selected
was motor vehicles. This interest has expanded from collecting to encompass philatelic
research. In Peter's case the production of a thematic listing of motor vehicles on stamps. His
hope is that, in the not too distant future, the listing would be published. If any reader has an
interest in the listing or the task of assembling it Peter would be delighted to hear. Keen
thematic collectors in Australia face the problem that peripheral material (meter marks,
cancellations and the like) is hard to obtain. Again Peter has been able to expand his thematic
collection by correspnding with a fellow enthusiast overseas, in this case in Hungary. Similar
interest are pursued by other family members, brother Chris is a 'soccer' thematicist and
Lorna, Peter's wife, was persuaded to take up a collecting interests and selected 'dogs' and
'maps'. Peter feels strongly that thematic collecting forms an ideal interest to attract new
collectors. Peter has displayed' motor cars' to the Society and, at a future date, would hope to
enter his collection as a competitive display. There is some hesitancy because of the difficulty
in fully comprehending' what you can and you can't do' in thematic competition. A barrier
not unique to Peter!

Over recent years Peter has been to the fore in the Society in addressing the question of how to
attract new members to the hobby. He is one of small group that helps Mathew Baas-Becking
with the two junior clubs in Tuggeranong but his major drive has been devoted to proposing
and then establishing the Southern Meetings.

Continued at foot of page 20.
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THE LOCAL POSTS (BYPOSTER) OF NORWAY

Robert A. M. Gregson

In the nineteenth century, the Norwegian government postal services did not provide a
complete service of the sort involving postmen with delivery routes in the cities. Mail had to
be collected from the town post office, collectors will recognise this as a situation which also
obtained in the early history of the Australian colonies. Until the 1880s there was room for a
private local post (Bypost, in Norwegian) within a town to provide a service supplementing the
state post office, and for a time these local posts were recognised, or at least tolerated, by the
government. Gradually they were phased out by legislative order as the postal network became
more comprehensive. Thus in the 1880s there was an upsurge in the number of local posts
issuing their own stamps in low denominations. Some of these served a genuine need and
handled a substantial volume of mail, with their own posting boxes, or sharing government
boxes, whereas other posts were speculative, ephemeral, unnecessary and philatelically
motivated.
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Figure 1 Spitzbergen - a cover with typical mixed franking to Austria in July 1904

These local stamps do still turn up in older collections, or in auctions run by Scandinavian
dealers, and interest in them has rekindled in recent years. Postally used, even cancelled-to-

--------------.----------------------------------------------~
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order, on cover are sought after and are rare, with the exception of Spitzbergen (Svalbard)
where cruise ships visited from Germany in the summers before the First World War. The
stamps of Spitzbergen are most often seen used together with Norwegian stamps postmarked
Nordkap; the local stamps paid for the carriage by ship to the mainland and the Norwegian
stamps thereafter to the final destination. Later the Spitzbergen stamps seem to have been
affixed more as souvenir cachets: Norway did eventually establish a post office on the island.

Mixed frankings of the other locals with government stamps are almost unknown, a quite
different situation from that, for example, with the use of Russian locals (Zemstovoi) in Tsarist
times, but in use like the Swedish locals of the 1880s and the 1940s.

The best listings are by Sanness and Holmes (1956) in the Billig Handbook volume 23, and in
a catalogue by Pihl (1963). As neither texts are readily accessible, a check list which indicates
the status of these issues, and some background is appended, see p.17, to help recognise the
stamps when they are encountered. It gives some information, sufficient to discriminate
between the postally active and the philatelic issues. The stamps for Oslo appear to have the
status of prepared for use but not issued. The level of activity at the peak of a postally genuine
service is given, where known, in items handled per year, or deliveries or collections per day.
These statistics had to be returned in annual reports to the government when considering
whether to allow a post to continue in existence. It should be noted that the spelling of place
names is not always the same as today, and even then existed in two variants within the issues
of one town, for example Christianssund and Kristianssund.

Essays, reprints and remainders exist for some issues, and forgeries of the rarest stamps,
particularly the two designs of Bergen. The first issue of Bergen with a coat of arms design is
one of the great philatelic mysteries, it was only discovered some years after the ephemeral
1865 post had closed, and remaindered stamps came into the hands of the early Belgian dealer
J.B.Moens.

Figure 2 The stamps of Bergen, 1865 and 1872

Some postmasters, including Hr Urdal at Tromspf, appear to have sold stamps to collectors as a
secondary activity, and kept up that service with remaindered or reprinted stock after the posts
as such were closed down. Some proprietors were active in more than one place and moved
about. For example, G.O.Ulleberg ran two Byposter, one in Drammen, and the other in
Arendal. Later he became interested in philately and in 1886 founded the first stamp journal in
Norway, Nordisk Frimaerkebkui. Under a different name it survives. There are also a few
items of postal stationery, with designs comparable to the corresponding stamps, for
Christianssund, Drammen and Throndhjem.

The local posts which handled the greatest volume of mail, and therefore whose stamps may be
most readily found cancelled and legitimately used, were Aalesund, Arendal and Throndhjem.
Aalesund was conservatively managed in terms of stamps designs; only two basic types served
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for eleven years. Throndhjem was prolific in issues and reprints under the management of
Braeksted.

Figure 3 Some issues which served a real postal use

Due to frequent changes in management, and little business success, the issues of Drammen
are complicated and in some cases rare; posts were ephemeral and stamps often crudely printed
by the operators. Examples including t€fe-beche pairs from Eriksen's and Borreson' s byposter
in Drammen are shown in Figure 4.

18 - 19 March 1995 CanberraFestival Stamp Fair
Dickson College - See YOU there!
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Figure 4 Issues from Drammen
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Figure 5 Issues of Tremso and T~nsberg

Stamps which saw limited use, but have some appeal for this author, are those of Tensberg
and Tramso. One of the Tremso issues was engraved and printed by Bradbury Wilkinson of
London. Tonsberg only produced one design, but in various shades and perforations, and with
surcharges.

The philatelic issues inspired by Hr Bogh are usually cleanly designed and printed. They can
still be found relatively inexpensively for thematic collectors who are interested in bears, little
boats and reindeer.

The various issues which saw brief postal use are now elusive, and covers bearing them may
be almost unique survivors of a transition period in the organisation of nineteenth century
posts. Poor but deceptive copies of some Scandinavian local stamps have been seen in
Australia in recent years which were obviously made on a colour photocopier. Collectors
should be cautious about the provenance of items offered for sale.

Figure 6 Examples of issues with merely philatelic justification

References
Pihl, C.C. 1963. Norges Byposter.
Sanness, S. and Holmes, H.R. 1956. Norway. The stamps of the private byposts. In: Billig's
Philatelic Handbook, v. 23, 180-212. Jamaica, New York: F.Billig.
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Checklist of the Norwegian Bypost Issues

Place Dates Operator Status; activity
Aalesund 1880-1891 H. S. Oyen 15000/yr
Arendal 1885-1891 G. O. Ulleberg 24000/yr
Bergen 1865-1866 unknown unknown

1868-1872 vanous 4 deliveries Iday
Bod¢ 1888 W. B. Bogh did not operate

Kristiania (Oslo) ? Copenhagen Co. ?

Christianssund 1878-1879 M. Andresen 3 collections Iday
1887-1889 J. C. Bruun 7400/yr

Drammen 1869 1. B. Hagen 3 collections Iday
1867-1869 G. O. Ulleberg 6000/yr
1874-1875 Eckholdt ?
1887-1888 J. Eriksen unknown

1888 M. Borresen unknown
Grimstad 1887 N. Herlofson philatelic

Hammerfest 1887-1895 W. B. Bogh philatelic
Holmestrand 1888 M. Borresen philatelic

Horten 1882-1888 1. K. Hiorth 2000/yr
Kragere 1886 C. Solberg philatelic
Levanger 1888 W. B. Bogh philatelic
MandaI 1886-1888 N. Herlofson 2000/yr
Namsos 1888-1889 VV. B. Bogh unknown

Spitzbergen 1896-1911 . .
ships'mailvanous companies

Stenkjaer 1888 VV. B. Bogh philatelic
Tcnsberg 1884-1890 G. Gloersen 1700/yr
Troms0 1881-1889 J. Lund 2 deliveries/day

1895 M. Urdal philatelic

Throndhjem 1865-1870 G. P. Krogh 2 collections Iday
1870-1913 Braeksted 30000/yl'

Vadse 1893-1895 VV. B. Bogh philatelic
Vardy; 1893-1895 W. B. Bogh philatelic
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THE DE LA RUE RECORDS: TONGAN POSTAL STATIONERY

Ian McMahon

One of the many sources of information available to philatelists in the National Library are the
microfilms of De La Rue's correspondence books for the Australasian colonies and
neighbouring colonies such as Malaya, Fiji and Tonga. These microfilms are part of the
Australia Joint Copying Project under which records held at the British Public Record Office
relating to Australia have been copied onto microfilm. This article examines the De La Rue
correspondence relating to the printing of Tongan Postal Stationery.

On 21 August 1891, W.Campbell, the Postmaster General of Tonga, wrote to De La Rue
requesting that the Company supply samples of postcards and envelopes. De La Rue replied on
14 December giving a detailed quote for the cost of supplying the postcards and envelopes and
enclosing samples of each. The quote covered the costs of providing inland postcards, on both
thin and stout paper, international postcards and internal and foreign rate envelopes. It also
covered the cost of printing the stamps in either one or two colours. De La Rue's quotes
ranged from 32/6 for printing 1,000 postcards on thin stock with a one colour stamp to 62/-
for 1,000 postcards on thin stock with a two colour stamp. Similar cards on thick stock were
35/- and 64/6 for 1,000 cards with one and two colour stamps respectively. International cards
were 36/6 and 65/- and the envelopes were 32/- and 56/-. The cost per thousand was
substantially reduced for larger quantities. De La Rue supplied samples of the envelopes (in
sizes 8.25 and 13.0 inches) and the postcards (on thin and thick paper and a card for
international use).---_._------------------

TOGA
POST CARD

Figure 1. Sample of the Id postcard produced by De La Rue in late 1891.

The stamps used on the samples were the 2d stamp of the 1897 series on the envelopes and the
1d stamp depicting the breadfruit tree of the same series on the postcards, see Figure 1. A
sample of the international envelope was included with a 2d stamp instead of the 2 1I2d stamp
required for international mail, 'for illustrative purposes only'. Postcard samples were
supplied with the wording 'TOGO POST CARD' and 'THE ADDRESS ONLY TO BE
WRITIEN ON THIS SIDE' but De la Rue was happy to be advised of the Tongan
Government's requirements. These postcards and envelopes were never issued although no
mention is made in the records of the reasons for this.

On 21 July 1905, the Western Pacific High Commissioner requested a supply of stamped
pictorial postcards from De La Rue for the Government of Tonga. De La Rue replied on 1
August 1905 stating that they could provide the requested 50,000 pictorial postcards at a cost
of 47/6 per thousand with delivery in three months. The cards provided are illustrated in
Figure 2, at a reduced size, and were imprinted with the Id black and red stamp of the 1897
series which features a breadfruit tree and had one of ten different multicoloured views printed
on the reverse. Higgins and Gage list these cards as HGI and the views as Nukualofa (one
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view), Nukualofa (three views), A Native Village, Blowholes Houma, Pine-Apple Plantation,
Stripping Bark for Tappa Making, The British Residency, The Haamoga, the Orange Groves
of Tonga, and Tufumahina .

..----'-- ---- -.- '. -- ------ .._- -.-. ._-"

Figure 2 A used example of the ld illustrated postcard of the 1905 series.

A second series of pictorial postcards was ordered by the Crown Agents on 8 March 1910.
This time the views were to be in black and white from photographs representing the scenery
and public buildings of the island. The size of the cards was to be 5.5 by 3.5 inches. De La
Rue were asked to quote for the supply of 4,000 for each of the two views printed on the
reverse and also to quote for lithographing the stamp on the front of the postcards if the cards
were to be supplied with the views already printed. They were also asked to supply samples.
The letter also enclosed a photograph of the King of Tonga for the preparation of an
embossing die for the Id embossed lettercard stamp with the inscription Peni a Taha Moe
Koga. De La Rue were asked to estimate the cost of the die which would be sent to Tonga.

De La Rue replied on 31 March 1910 enclosing samples of the views and prices for the
lithographed cards. Their quote was 36/9 per thousand for 8,000 cards printed with two
different views and 10/6 per thousand for printing the stamp onto cards with the views already
printed, assuming that, in the latter case. the cards would be in sheets of ten. They quoted
from 15/4 per thousand for 20,000 lettercards to 391- per thousand for 1,000 cards to produce
the lettercard, printed with stamp and lettering only, perforated and gummed. They provided
two designs of the stamp for the lettercards, the first using an existing engraved die of the head
of the King and the second a design that would require a new die. The plates for these would
cost 8 pounds and 20 pounds respectively. They noted that embossed stamps were not
appropriate for use in producing lettercards as the embossing was entirely crushed in the
process of perforating the cards. The photograph of the King was returned.

In a letter dated 27 July 1910 the British Consulate in Tonga provided two sets of ten views
and requested that 25,000 postcards be provided using each set. Valentine and Sons would
provide the cards and De La Rue would only need to print the lithographed Id stamp depicting
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King George II of Tonga on the front of the card. The letter asked that the inscription be
changed from the sample to read peni e lama (one penny) rather than peni e lama moe koga
(one and a halfpence). They also requested that 2,000 lettercards be printed but that the rate
should be changed to 1 1I2d and the stamp amended to read peni e taha moe koga.

In a dispatch dated 7 November 1910 the British Consul confirmed that the designs for the
postcards and lettercard stamps had been approved by the Government of Tonga. He also
confirmed that 50,000 postcards had been ordered from Valentine and Sons of Dundee with
the views printed on the reverse and no printing on the front and asked for a quote for the
printing of 50,000 cards rather than the previous quote for 8,000. The cost of printing the
cards was to be charged initially to the Government of Fiji. De La Rue replied on 11
November 1910 that the cost of printing the stamps on these cards would be 4/1 per thousand
and enclosed samples of the lettering for both the postcards and the lettercard and asked if the
lettering should be printed in red. The lettercard (reduced) is illustrated in Figure 3, the
reproduction is poor due to the difficulty of copying from microfilm.
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Figure 3 Sample lettercard provided to the Tonga Government in November 1910.

The postcards are listed as HG 2 with 10 different views in brown and HG 2b with 10
different views in black. The cards have Id red stamps featuring King George II in an oval.
The lettercard is listed as HG Al and has a I 112d claret stamp featuring King George II in a
rectangle. It is printed on blue card.

On 12 July 1911, a second printing of the lettercards was requested. This printing was to have
the lettering on the back altered to read: 'Should any other' matter be enclosed in this
lettercard, full letter rates will be charged I. A total of 10,000 of these lettercards were supplied
at a cost of 8 pounds 10 shillings (17/- per thousand). This lettercard is listed as HG A2. On
14 April 1930, the Crown Agents wrote to De La Rue to report that the Government of Tonga
had authorised the destruction of the original flat die of the Id stamp used for printing
postcards.

References
Australian Joint Copying Project - microfilm Ml136 to M1153.
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PERSONAL FRANKS

Hans Karman

Frank stamps issued to people for their sole use are very uncommon. Frank stamps were used
mainly for official mail to avoid the labour of affixing postage stamps and to avoid having
easily pilfered stamps around a government office. They were therefore used by an official
'office holder', and normally the title of that Office Holder was shown on the frank stamp, or
sometimes the name of the Office.

There are two exceptions known among the Western Australian frank stamps: both Justice
Hensman (Figure 1) and Justice Pennefather (Figure 2) were issued with a frank stamp which
had their name incorporated in the handstamp. They are the only known instances in Australia.
Both are elusive: Pennefather's frank stamps is only known as a cut-out, while three covers are
known with Hensman' s frank stamp, all on mail from Perth to England.

Figures 1and 2. Free franks for Justices Hensman and Pennefather

I know of only one other case where a frank stamp was granted to a private individual, for use
on private mail. Signor Mariano Pardo de Figueroa was a Spanish postal reformer, historian
and author, who did a great deal to further Spanish Philately. In particular he wrote much
about fakes and frauds, and used the pseudonym Dr Thebussem, a play on the Spanish word
for fraud embuste: he reversed the syllables of em-bus-te to become te-bus-em. In May 1880
the Spanish Post Office granted Dr Thebussem the right to frank his extensive correspondence
in support of philatelic research with a frank stamp (Figure 3) and the title of Honorary
Postman of Madrid. The letters KRTRO are a Spanish acronym for Catero (postman).

Figure 3 The first Dr Thebussem frank

De Figueroa's correspondence covered the entire Spanish sphere of influence, and his franking
rights were extended in January 1881 to Cuba (Figure 4) and in May 1882 to the Spanish
Indies, the Philippines, (see Figure 5). When his title was extended to Honorary Postman of
Spain, a new frank stamp was issued in July 1882 (Figure 6). A final issue was made in
October 1890 (Figure 7). A cover with the 1882 frank is illustrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 4 Figure 5 Figure 6 Figure 7

Additional Dr Thebussem franks, 1881-1890

When Cuba became independent from Spain in 1898, the Havana frank stamp was destroyed.
It is the rarest of the five, but none are common even as cut-outs. The last date of use in my
collection is a cover dated 22 October 1893, but I have no information on the withdrawl of the
frank stamps.

Figure 8 The Spanish frank issued in 1882 on cover, dated 5 Septmeber 1888.

De Figueroa was responsible for introducing postcards in Spain, and he wrote a series of
essays on Spanish philately. He died in 1918, at the age of 90. His portrait is shown on a 1944
Spanish 5 pesetas blue airmail stamp (SG 1055). .
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